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Abstract. Future maritime command teams will process more data, a trend
driven by continued technological advances and new sensors. Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) are contributing to this, as their usage is steadily growing
in civilian and military contexts. A key challenge is effective integration of
growing volumes of data into the command team, ensuring optimal performance for completing the variety of missions and tasks that may be required. In
particular, operator cognitive capacity should not be exceeded, as this may negatively impact global team performance. A review of ROV usage revealed that
they are predominately deployed to understand and interact with their environment. Ecological Interface Design (EID) aims to make system constraints apparent and reduce operator workload. As the aims of EID are synergistic with
ROV operation, it is hypothesised that operator workload may be reduced if interfaces are implemented that adhere to these design principles. In the current
work EID is proposed as a design paradigm for ROV UIs, to facilitate optimal
future performance.
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Introduction
Interest in Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUV) is growing, as they permit
completion of tasks that may be dangerous, or beyond human capability, to be
achieved safely. Tasks for which UUVs are currently used include search and rescue,
monitoring undersea infrastructure, mine hunting, and training [1-3]. However, navies
are aiming to expand their usage for a variety of mission types, ranging from Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) to Information Operations (IO) [4-8].
This additional usage is contributing to maritime command teams of the future being
required to process more data, and has the potential to cognitively overload operators
if effective systems are not designed [9]. In the aviation domain, Human Factors issues have been found to be a contributory factor in several incidents involving Unmanned Air Vehicles (crashes, landing accidents, etc.) across the US Army, Navy,

and Air Force [10]. It is argued that these incidents could be attributed to high cognitive demands, and reduced Situational Awareness (SA) of operators [11]. While the
maritime domain poses unique Human Factors challenges, such as limited visibility or
poor robotic control [12], issues as a result of high cognitive demand and reduced SA
could still be present. Thus, the operation and management of data collected by UUVs
is an area warranting further investigation to maximise utility and maintain operator
workload at optimal levels.
UUV types can be split into two main categories, Remotely Operated Vehicles
(ROVs) and Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) [13, 14]. ROVs are connected to ownship via a tether, and receive constant manual input from operators [14].
There are two main types of tether in the maritime domain, copper and fibre. Copper
tethers are commonplace, although may be ineffective due to their heaviness, and
limited bandwidth [15]. Fibre tethers overcome these problems, but may be less robust than copper [15, 16]. Conversely, AUVs are not connected to ownship, and will
execute their actions autonomously, according to preprogramed goals [17]. Communication with ownship may be possible, although there may be problems with
throughput, speed, or transmission distance, due to the medium [18]. This paper will
focus on ROVs, as they have the most communication between human and machine,
and therefore are most pertinent for Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) investigation.
However, for the purpose of completeness, AUVs, where relevant, will be included.
Despite their unmanned nature, ROVs still require human input for control, although this can be dependent on the mode of operation [19]. Regardless of control
mode, they will interact with the control room sociotechnical system as a whole. Sociotechnical systems are defined as systems consisting of interacting human and technological agents, working towards common goals [20]. A sociotechnical system can
have multiple, interacting subsystems. Maritime control rooms can be classified as
sociotechnical systems due to the interaction between trained operators and advanced
technology [21-24]. As a less than optimally performing sub-system could affect the
entire sociotechnical system [25], it is vital all aspects are sufficiently optimised. This
applies to the ROV subsystem, which includes ROVs and their operators. One potential area of optimisation in the ROV subsystem is the User Interface (UI), which can
be a critical success factor in command environments [26]. Whilst ROVs technology
is constantly improving, their UIs may not have improved in tandem [16, 27]. As
information and commands are exchanged through the UI, contributing to operator
situation awareness, its effectiveness is vital to avoid incorrect information being
recorded or incorrect actions being taken. Thus, it would be pertinent to explore how
UIs could be designed to maintain optimal control of the ROV.
Ecological Interface Design (EID) is a design paradigm offering great potential for
the optimal design of ROV interfaces. EID [28] is a design paradigm designed for
sociotechnical systems of a complex nature, with the aims of supporting operators at
all levels of cognitive control [29, 30]. This is achieved by capitalising on an operators innate cognitive capabilities [29]. Utilising these capabilities ensures cognitive
capacity is maintained for when more complex, or unforeseen situations are encountered, enabling more effective analysis and decisions to be made when they are encountered. This paper will explore current ROV utilisation, and how EID could be
applied to maximise usability and capability, while reducing cognitive workload.

Remotely Operated Vehicle Usage
ROVs are currently being used for a wide variety of missions, with plans for their
capabilities and usage to grow [3, 7], supported by a wide range of capabilities [31].
The Department of the Navy [7] identifies nine main mission types, ranging from
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) to Information Operations (IO).
An initial usage of ROVs was for mine hunting [1]. The small profiles of ROVs enables them to navigate minefields with a reduced chance of triggering a mine compared
to the parent ship, and disarm them. Furthermore, remote operation ensures that if a
mine was detonated the potential for loss of life is greatly reduced. This led the US
Navy to launch the Long Term Mine Reconnaissance System (LMRS), which would
clear a minefield before a manned platform arrives. Mine neutralisation ROVs are
typically equipped with a specialist set of tools and sensors for operators to use. The
US Navy’s Mine Neutralisation System (MNS) was equipped with two cable cutters,
a bomblet, high resolution sonar, and a low light TV, which relays visual information
back to the operator [32]. Given the nature of mine hunting, it is vital that these tools
can be operated accurately and effectively. The UI must allow operators to be acutely
aware of the status of these tools at all times, to maximise the ROVs utility.
ROVs are capable of being used for a variety of purposes, which can broadly be
split into four major categories [31, 33]: Maritime Reconnaissance (MR), Undersea
Search and Survey (USS), Communication/Navigation Aid (C/N A), and Submarine
Track and Trail (ST&T).
MR is focused on intelligence gathering that can be actioned, or passed on, such as
scoping out an area of interest. While this could be carried out by ownship, Hardy and
Barlow [34] argued that sending an ROV could conserve limited resources, permitting
extended deployment periods. In such instances of operation the UI would be even
more vital, as it would convey remote sensor information back to ownship. Incorrect
interpretation of the data due to a poorly designed interface may cause ownship to
take actions that it may not otherwise take, creating a dangerous situation.
USS provides the ability to conduct surveys of a vessel’s surrounding area, using
UUVs. This facilitates an understanding of a vessel’s environment for purposes such
as navigation or safety. A joint research project at the NATO Undersea Research
Centre has demonstrated the usage of AUVs to successfully map an area of operation
[35]. The Generic Oceanographic Array Technology Systems (GOATS) project tested
various ROV configurations in different conditions, successfully mapping their operational area each time, with this information being reported back to the parent vessel.
This information displayed in the UI should be understandable for navigators, and
should make dangerous areas immediately apparent.
C/N A functionality allows AUVs to communicate with each other and monitoring
vessels. This extends communication ranges, ensuring that relevant information can
be shared across large distances. For example, the Seaweb project facilitates communication of underwater nodes, such as vessel’s or ROVs, to exchange information
[36]. Receiving information from a larger area will increase the amount of data
shown. Therefore, it is important that this data is displayed in an accessible manner
that does not overwhelm operators.
ST&T functionality involves tracking a submarine, and relaying information back
to own ship, allowing proper tactical decisions to be made. Certain vessel’s have been

identified as being an ideal platform for delivering autonomous sensor networks that
could deny undetected movements to non-allied submarines [34, 37]. This extends the
area that vessels can be tracked in, ensuring that their location and intentions can be
tracked more effectively. Again, this would increase data being displayed to an operator, requiring it to be displayed effectively, to avoid overload. As sensor data contributes towards maintaining safety and completion of missions, this is imperative.

Ecological Interface Design
EID is a theoretical framework for designing Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs) of
a complex nature [28], with the objectives of not forcing cognitive processing to a
higher level than tasks require, and supporting all levels of cognitive control by making the constraints of a system immediately apparent [30, 38]. It has been shown to
reduce workload [39] and memory requirements [29]. It is based on the Skills Rules
Knowledge (SRK) Taxonomy [40] and the Abstraction Hierarchy [28, 41]. The Abstraction Hierarchy is a stratified hierarchy for describing work domains [41]. Each
level represents a different level of abstraction, ranging from the physical objects
(such as buttons), to its purpose for existing. Each level is linked using means-end
links, which indicate how and why different parts of the system exist. Reduction of
cognitive demand is achieved by displaying both Physical (representations of system
components) and Functional (system structure and constraints) information, allowing
the interface to take advantage of human perception and psychomotor abilities [42,
43]. EID builds on traditional interfaces (those only displaying Physical information)
with the addition of Functional information, which can lead to better performance
than either alone [44, 45]. For example, instead of solely displaying the amount of a
vehicle’s fuel remaining (Physical information), an interface could highlight an optimal path for the vehicle based on the remaining fuel level (Functional information).
This removes the need for the operator to calculate the vehicle’s route, conserving
cognitive capacity. The SRK Taxonomy splits human behaviour into three discrete
categories [40, 46]: skill based behaviour (tacit knowledge), rule based behaviour
(learned responses to signals), and knowledge based behaviour (courses of action
generated in response to unfamiliar situations). By understanding each level of behaviour an interface can be designed that supports all levels of ability. This would permit
operators of different skill levels to successfully use the ROV; novice users could be
supported via additional hints in the user interface, and expert users could configure
the interface to display information congruent to their data-processing workflow. By
facilitating these behaviours, operators do not need to ‘work around’ the interface to
achieve their goals, reducing cognitive workload.
Potential Application to ROVs
ROV usage in the maritime domain is focused on extending a vessel’s sensors, and
understanding its environment. From mine hunting to ST&T functionality, there is an
element of understanding aspects of a vessel’s environment and responding appropriately. These aims are synergistic with EID, and it is argued that future ROV interfaces
should leverage these design principals [27]. This would facilitate cognitive workload

being kept to a minimum, preserving cognitive capability for novel, or high workload
situations.
Whilst ROV capabilities may be wide ranging, they typically include map views
that show the current position of the vehicle, and annotations of its environment, including routing information (see figure 1). Items annotated in the environment may
include areas of interest and known vessel positions (see [47-50] for examples). These
map views show physical information about the environment, but do not represent
functional information. For example, additional information could be provided to
inform the operator as to whether they have enough fuel to reach the area of interest
by marking its range using a circle, see figure 2a,b. By adding this information, a need
for the operator to calculate this themselves is removed, potentially saving cognitive
capacity [27]. This is further illustrated by display routes on the map. A line representing a route may sufficiently indicate a chosen path, but not provide the user with
enough information to know why. This requires them to assess other information
provided on the interface, incurring additional cognitive workload [27]. However, if
the logic for the path choice was displayed on the interface, such as highlighting weak
currents that will require less fuel to navigate in, the reasoning would be apparent, and
cognitive workload could be kept to a minimum.

Figure 1. A sample UUV interface, being used for compiling mine detection details from collected data
[51]. Note that the environment is annotated to show items of interest.

It is likely that elements of EID already exist in ROV design. For example, the low
light TV integrated into the mine sweeping ROV provides Physical visual information
about its environmental constraints, which could hint at Functional information such
as the sea state, water clarity, etc. Explicit Functional information about the ROV
could be provided to the operator, reducing their cognitive workload by removing
their need to process information. For example, if the sea state is rough, the UI could
suggest manoeuvring to a calmer location. Alternatively, the direction of the last mine
found could be marked. These Functional information additions could provide the
operator with a better tacit understanding of their environment and its constraints, by
clearly displaying information pertinent to their aims. This may alleviate issues with
increased data [9], conserving cognitive capability for additional, or previously unseen, data. This spare capacity could potentially allow operators to better respond to
unforeseen situations, preventing accidents.
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b

Figure 2a. A generic ROV map view, showing
an ROV (ellipse) heading towards an area of
interest (dark circle), and known vessel positions
(white squares). The ROVs’ historic path is
shown by the trailing dotted line. Fuel is indicated
textually at the bottom right. Note that while an
operator can work out how much distance they
can travel, this is not afforded by the UI.

Figure 2b. The same generic map view, updated
to include Functional fuel information. The fuel is
now displayed as a meter, and the expected range
is shown on the map using a circle. This removes
the need for operators to calculate expected range
manually, reducing cognitive workload.

Conclusions
ROVs are increasingly being used to support a wide variety of operations, in both
civilian industry and the military. This is due to the fact that they can complete tasks
humans may not be able to, while maintaining operator safety. Generally, their usage
is successful, however incidents can still occur as a consequence of inappropriate UIs,
creating an increased cognitive workload. Human factors issues have previously been
identified as a causal factor, suggesting that ROV design could potentially be improved to optimise their usage. A potential specific area of improvement could be the
UI, which can be a critical factor of success in command and control environments.
Despite being unmanned, ROVs still require input from a human, who will act upon
information returned from the vehicle, as well as typically controlling the vehicle
(dependant on the mode of operations). Unsuitable UI design may cause information
to be overlooked, or incorrect decisions to be taken, impairing operational capability.
EID is proposed as a design paradigm to create future UIs, as its goals are synergistic

with those of ROV operation, namely understanding an environment and its constraints. It is proposed that applying EID to an ROV interface could further support
operators and their work, maximising the return on investment for ROVs. Future work
will explore this possibility, assessing how to optimise the integration of increasingly
more capable ROVs into a vessel’s command space, whilst minimising operator cognitive workload.
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